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I. INTRODUCTION

This is the concluding report for limited design study of a
flippable barge conducted by Scripps Institution of Oceanography
under funding by the Naval SEA System Command under ONR Contract
N00014-69-A-0200-6012. The flippable barge concept represents
an outgrowth from large stable floating platform investigations
conducted by Scripps from 1968 to the end of calendar year 1973
for the Department of Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPA). The ARPA investigations were further influenced by the

4experience gained from successful Navy funded design, construc-
tion and continuing operations of Scripps special platforms FLIP
and ORB.

During the final phase of the investigations concluded for
ARPA (Spiess, 1974), Scripps examined the aspects of assembly on
site of a large column stabilized platform designed for employ-
ment as an open ocean floating airfield. A major consideration
was the logistics of both how to transport legs and connecting
struts to the operating site and how to construct the platform
once the individual pieces were on site. The legs and connect-

Hing struts could be towed, but at significant costs in sea keep-
ing qualities and transit speeds.

With some a priori knowledge of ocean going barge technol-
ogy, particularly the large load carrying capability of deck
cargo barges such as those employed by the Pac Companies (Pac
Companies, no date) to transport large loads of pipe to the
Alaskan oil fields, a concept of employing a barge to haul the
construction materials was developed. With furtl-r study the
concept evolved into a flippable barge that married flippable
spar technology with that of ocean deck cargo barges. This
allowed the barge and cargo once on site to be flipped as a
package into the more stabilized vertical operating mode. Then
the barga acted as a hotel and work platform from which the
majority of construction would be conducted.

As part of thc ARPA study, Scripps conducted 1/100 and 1/8i scale model tests of the barge and a small modular section of
the platform which consisted of the barge and two stabilized
columns that formed a triangular shaped platform. The feasibil-
ity of on site construction (Figures 1A and 1B) using the barge
as a work platform was amply demonstrated in the 1/8 scale tests
constructed at sea off San Diego with typical significant wave

"T heights of 2.5 feet (20 feet full scale). The flippable barge
performed even better than anticipated in all evolutions. It%confirmed preliminary considerations of its employment as an
ocean engineering support platform.

2 T ----.- "-
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Section II of this report presents a general operational
'a Concept for the flippable barge when employed in ocean engineer-
Iing support. Subseguent sections of the report and appendices

discuss the specific limite~d contractual areas proposed by
Scripps for study and eui-equently funded by NAVSHIPS. AreasIi studied were design confiquration options, payload capability,
barge response charactaristi,-, mooring and station keeping,
costs, and in particular, the p~celiminary study of a very
limited number of potent ,%l misE'icon .reas. The latter wexe
restricted in scope only o f available funding anJC conse-
quent time available.

jj The study' project w.-s under the direction of F. N. Lpiesst
Director of ~-~Marine %'. :.ai Laboratory of Scripps Institu-
tio'n oi Oceano97:a-)hy. ht ic principal Scripps contributors havejJ bcen A. E. Ma(,L .Tyio~adD R. Bellows. Valuable
assistance wa,4 provi~ed by L. Gloste, and D. Laible of the con-
sulting~ v'axi~e architecture and encriueering firm of L. R. Glosten
and Assoc&.a- es.
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II. OPERATIONAL CONCEPT

Early in the airfield construction studies, it became
increasingly apparent that the flippable barge enjoyed capabil-
ities that extended its performance range well beyond thatoriginally conceived. Most notable was the ability to movelarge, heavy objects through the interface by the flipping

action (Figure 2). This avoided the requirement for large
cumbersome crane or winch equipment on vessels limited severely
by sea state to handle large objects with substantial weight in
air. A second important capability is to provide a stable sus-
pension point from which objects can be lowered into the water,
tended while operating in the water column or on the bottom,
then recovered. Finally, tnere is the basic barge capability
to transport large deck loads to a work area at sea.

These capabilities, singly or in combination, will allow
the flippable barge to carry out a number of ocean engineering
missions in the ocean engineering area with performance under
more severe sea conditions than with other types of craft. The
1/8 scale model large platform tests at sea mentioned above in
Section I confirmed the anticipated capabilities of the barge.
It performed at sea under conditions more severe than might be
found in full scale. The sea spectrum often contained appreci-
able energy in the 8-10 second wave areas which scale up to the
area of computed design heave resonance for full scale (27
seconds). The heave motions experienced near resonance were4not severe. The barge further operated as a work platform at
times in typical sea state 6 conditions with occasional wave
heights during assembly and disassembly as high as forty feet
when scaled up to full scale.

The potential tasks are extensive. First are those already
performed by FLIP (Spiess, 1968; Bronson, 1969) and similar deep
draft vehicles (e.g. Cousteau's Buoy Laboratory in the Mediter-i ranean). The large superstructure and weather deck area in the
barge when compared to FLIP will permit a much wider range of

71 similar tasks to be performed. The barge also can perform tasks
currently conducted by craft resembling barges such as ORB (oper-
ated by Scripps), ELK RIVER and MONAB.

In addition to the established tasks a number of other
tasks fall within the broad capabilities of the flippable barge.

Tending of submersibles, support of large scale sea floor work
TT systems, large object salvage, support of saturation diving

systems, and large area antenna array construction and support
are among the missions that are easily within the performance
potential of the barge.

i'"
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Support of submersibles has been divided into three primary
-support tasks with a further "emergency egress" capability.

Most smaller submarine operations are drastically limited
because of sea states. Operational problems are compounded by
the requirement to forecast what recovery conditions may be a
number of hours in the future at termination of submerged oper-
ations. In many ocean areas this could be a major problem.

iSmaller submersibles of the size of TURTLE, DEEP STAR,
ALVIN or smaller can be supported using an elevator type landing
platform with the barge in the vertical mode. The submarine lands
on the elevator platform then is raised to the surface for crew
rest and replenishment. A second method uf recovery
would be for submarines up to slightly less length than the
barge beam width. These would be supported using the flipping
capability while taking advantage of the ample dimensions and
heave stability of the barge. The submarine would moor on a
platform at depth, then would be flipped to the surface for
servicing and crew rest. The cradle would be suspended with a
gimbal like mechanism to permit the submarine to remain upright
during the flipping process. A third type of submerged support
would be readily adaptable to any submersible with a top or
bottom hatch that could be mated to a pressure proof compartment
at some 200 feet depth. Crew are moved to surface areas in a
transfer capsule while system replenishment was provided at

TV depth.

The sea floor work mission includes task support for smaller
work system packages such as RUM (Remote Underwater Manipulator)
(Anderson, et al., 1970), RUWS (Remote Underwater Work System)
(Naval Underwater Center, 1970), or CURV III (Cable Controlled
Underwater Vehicle) (Talkington, 1974) as well as the support of
a large system such as an underwater mining complex. Consider-
ing the latter task, one must visualize the machinery package
weighing a few hundred tons (up to 1000 tons) in air and of
sizeable dimensions. The complex or package is transported toI an operating area as deck cargo (Figure 2). It would represent
an easy load for a cargo barge even if fairly tall. Once on
staiion the barge is flipped with cargo intact to the vertical,
placing the package into the water with its center of mass one
to two hundred feet below the surface. At this point although
its inertial mass would be somewhat greater than its correspond-

* ing in-air weight, its actual net gravitation pull downward
would be very much less, and in fact could be made close to zero
by providing enough displacement to give a buoyant force close

* to the in-air weight. The advantages of such a design are|U readily apparent both for work in the water column and on the
bottom. The main winch equipment is designed to handle such a
package

7
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The winch and wire system for such a large bottom package
is relatively simple compared to that required in a conventional
ship which requires supporting the full air weight and is much
more sea state limited. It contains an accumulator that compen-
sates for the relatively modest vertical motion experienced.
Otherwise, the winch system has only to handle a minimal line
tension. This allows it to be designed to provide logistic
support (electric or hydraulic power, a fuel of some kind plus
remote control telemetry or other support equipment). Resulting
reductions in cost and complexity might be the difference
between feasibility and non-feasibility of the actual sea floor[machinery.

The salvage - 1 large object may require provision of
large force's ei., .ued over short distances to make an initial
breakout from enol, dsing bottom sediment. In this situation the
barge could provide a short, strong pull of precalculated value.
With proper barge design this could be in the order of 10,000
tons although the safe pull for the barge configuration discus-
sed in Section III would be limited to 2000 tons safe pull. The
heave response is minimized for such a craft to simplify the
problems associated with rigging the cables necessary to connect
the barge to the object to be salvaged.

Support of deep diving is another mission with highfl potential. This requires a mixed gas decompression chamber in
the superstructure and a personnel transfer capsule handled by
a winch and wire system for transport from the bottom of the
barge to the superstructure. An alternative system would be abottom habitat transported as deck cargo, then flipped through
the air-sea interface and placed on the bottom at the opera-

U tional site.
The large antenna array mission requires a completely

different type of support requirement. Instead of massive, the
4 load is fragile. A good way of placing an array of individual

antennas in the water is to mount each on an individual slim
spar buoy with considerable draft (up to several hundred feet)
giving it a stability comparable or better than that of the
barge or FLIP. The barge protects them from the forces of the
sea in transit. With response characteristics similar to the
barge and in close proximity as deck load, they can be flipped
to and from vertical without damage. Similarly, the individual
pieces can be assembled and withstand sea motions using the
barge as a work support craft. Although the ARPA airfield
studies concentrated on assembly of large, massive construction
pieces (legs and cross struts), the coupling techniques developed
and demonstrated in 1/8 scale tests at sea (Spiess, 1974) (Fig-

T ure 1A and iB) are equally applicable to this mission. Further,
a support mission combining several tasks appears feasible. For
example, simultaneous support of a submersible, diving system
and "l atmosphere" work capsule is applicable to commercial
petroleum operations.

8
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The flippable barge is designed to operate with a tug or
offshore support vessel (e.g. the AGOR 21). In many extended
missions the support ship can be diverted to other tasks,
returning at termination to tow the flippable barge back to
port. This concept is similar to that currently employed in
FLIP and ORB operations.
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III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

General Design Characteristics

.4 The task and mission concepts could be realized with a wide
range of barge dimensions and configurations. The Oceanographer
of the Navy has, however, moved to investigate the possibility
of including a craft of this type in his ocean science and engi-
neering support ship construction program and thus, with support
from U. S. Naval SEA System Command (PMS 383) we have carried
out a preliminary study of a particular design with these ends
in view.

i The work barge configuration used in the ARPA study seemed
to be close to what would be desirable in this ocean engineering
support context. Its stability in heave is as good as that of
FLIP, it can handle a work party of reasonable size (15 crew, 25
work personnel) and can be ballasted to cope with the wide range
of payloads which are implied by the variety of possible tasks.fThis was thus used as a starting point for the study.

The hull form (Figure A-2, Appendix A) relies heavily upon
existing barge technology. The general dimensions and shape are
similar to typical ocean-going deck loading cargo barges, of
which the payload and sea-keeping characteristics (10-12 thou-
sand long tons (LT) up to 25 ft above deck, at 8-10 knots) are
well known. This barge is expected to display similar character-
istics in the horizontal mode. The design also draws on the
technology gained from the manned spar buoy concept of which FLIP
(Fisher and Spiess, 1963) is a successful example. Thus, the
overall concept can be viewed as a marraige of the two technol-
ogies.

The flippable work barge has a short, high forecastle and a
well on centerline aft. The forecastle functions as a water
ballast tank and is needed for flipping control, as explained
below. The well (about 44 ft wide and 90 ft long) is necessary
to provide the proper variation of cross section along the
vessel's length to give the desired heave response in the verti-
cal mode. Outboard of the well, the hull is formed into columns
or legs with square cross section and rounded corners. An after
superstructure, 20 ft by 20 ft by 90 ft, connects the legs at
the stern, and provides the major shop and living spaces.

The vessel is subdivided by transverse watertight bulkheads,

spaced 30 to 40 ft apart. There is also a longitudinal bulkhead
on centerline and a lateral watertight flat at half depth, which
subdivides each section into four quadrants in order to allow for
trim in the vertical mode.

K10



Upon bein9 towed on-station in the horizontal mode, the
vessel is flipped to the vertical by gravity flooding the for-
ward compartments. In the usual case, this would require flood-
ing the ballast tanks up to about 150 ft from the bow (except
for the center portion of the forecastle tank, which is always
void), for a total salt water ballast weight of around 7,000 LT.
The longitudinal centerline bulkhead allows for separate control
of the port and starboard tanks, thus providing stability and
control during the flipping process. In addition, the center-

- line bulkhead reduces the free surface sloshing effects of the
liquid ballast in each tank during flooding. This is also
important for stability in the phase where the bow of the vessel
is just submerged and the vessel's metacentric height is at its
minimum.

In the vertical position, the vessel would normally be
ballasted to a 290 ft draft and would maintain a minimum separa-
tion between centers of buoyancy and gravity (BG) of 5 ft. The
sequence in which the ballast tanks are flooded during the flip-

.i ping operation is designed for minimum structural stresses and
maximum control and stability. The process is reversed for
flipping from vertical to horizontal with 250 psi air used asu the primary means for expelling the water. The air is stored in
eight 7-ft diameter by 42 long cylinders which are charged by
two 125 hp compressors rated at 420 ft3/min each. Thus about 4-
1/2 hours is required to fully charge the air bottles once they
have been depleted. For missions where it is important to be
able to flip from vertical to horizontal at any time, the air
battles would be fully charged before the initial flip is made.
In flipping from vertical to horizontal the forecastle ballast
tank is blown first. This ensures that the vessel flips in the
proper direction.

The hull form was selected so as to be the dynamic equiva-
lent of the catamaran configuration shown at the upper left of
Figure A-1 in Appendix A. Its characteristics were selected onIA
the basis of considerable experience with FLIP and also with
the 1/8 scale catamaran models. In the vertical, the barge has
motion stability similar to FLIP. Figure 3 shows the heave
response (heave amplitude/wave amplitude) vs wave period.
Figures 4 through 10 show response curves for surge and sway at
the mass center, surge and sway at the top of the superstructure,
pitch, roll and yaw.

The distribution of cross sectional area is chosen as a
function of length along the vehicle to give the heave resonance
at about 27 second period, well beyond any appreciable energy in
the surface wave spectrum (Horrer, 1969). Resonant periods in
pitch and roll are much longer, 64 and 57 seconds, respectively.

ii*
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The design formulation used, for example by Rudnick (1965) or
Spiess (1968), has now been well verified by application to spar
buoys ranging in draft from 3 to 300 ft with measurements made
in both regular waves in tanks (Bellows, 1973) and in the real

seaway (Rudnick, 1967) with a wide range of frequencies and
directions present simultaneously. In this approximation the
drag forces are neglected and the driving waves are assumed to
be infinitesimally small. The principal regions of lack ofMagreement are those in the vicinity of resonances. In some of
our work with small models in relztively large waves the result-
ing non-linear effects grow in importance, resulting, for
example, in feeding energy into the heave resonant frequency
band from the region at double that frequency. On the other
hand, work at sea with large models seems to indicate that

-response to energy at the resonant period is not severe.

Figure 11 shows the wave energy spectrum off the Coronado
Strand in San Diego, California, during 1/8 scale model tests of
a large triangular platform, of which the flippable barge model
was an integral part. There is a significant amount of wave
energy at 10 second period, which is the resonant period of the
platform. Therefore, it can be considered valid test of the
model's response at and around resonance. . lure 12 shows the
model's heave response for the same test. The test data point
of interest is the one at resonance, where the maximum response
of 2.7 is far less than would be calculated from theoretical
considerations with no damping -- again an indication of non-
linear effects taking over to produce increased damping with
increased amplitude of motion.

In order to study the problem analytically the IBM Contin-
uous System Modeling Program (Bellows, 1973) was used to simu-
late the model's heave response. In this model a square-law
drag term was used, with drag coefficients of .34, 1.0 and .71
for the transition cone (shoulder), bottom of legs and crosstube,
respectively (Snyder, 1965). Also, the model's vertical dis-
placement was included in the variation of wave pressure along
the leg axis. That is, the wave pressure was proportional to

4 ek(Z + z), where k is the wave number, Z is the depth from still
water level to the element of the model being considered, and zis the vertical displacement of the model. In the Rudnick and
Spiess models this term is approximated as ekz, since z is small

jrelative to Z in general.
The results of the CSMP study are shown in Figure 13. The

0 Ifigure was obtained by running the program many times with
U• closely spaced wave periods. Again we see that at resonance the

model's response is relatively large, but limited, the peak
response being about 5.0. It should be noted that the secondary

I
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peak at 13.5 second period represents a model heave at 27
second period when driven at a wave period of 13.5 seconds for
10 minutes or longer. This supports earlier analytical workdone by Corell and reported by Bellows (1973) which showed
resonant motions at half-resonant wave periods. The low level

-response and long build-up time, however, indicate that theenergy transfer from half-resonant to resonant periods is very
weak, especially when damping is present. Probably because of

II the weak coupling, no evidence of this phenomenon has been

found in 1/8 scale model testing.

It may thus be that the conservatism in the design of the
flippable barge, in which the resonant period was chosen at 27
seconds (well beyond the 18 to 20 second period which is the
longest associated with appreciable energy in the worst seaway),
is not truly necessary. For example, it may well be that the
after centerline well can be reduced in width or the length of
the ship decreased while still maintaining sufficient stability.
This is further discussed in the section on Alternate Configur-
ations. Other modifications could include alterations to the
shape of the well or forecastle to beneficially affect the damp-
ing factor and near-resonance response. It is therefore recom-
mended that further analytical and experimental work be funded
to study these aspects, since they could allow large cost sav-
ings at little or no expense to performance.

Alternate Configurations

From the results of the near-resonance studies conducted,
it appears that the conservatism in the barge design, in which
the resonant period was chosen at 27 seconds (well beyond the
18 to 20 second period which is the longest associated with
appreciable energy in the worst seaway), may not be truly neces-
sary. Therefore, two alternate designs were briefly studied,
one having a reduced shoulder area (design A), and one with no
shoulder at all (design B). For comparative purposes, dimen-
sions of both alternate designs were selected so that they had
the same displacement and same effective bottom depth as the
original (baseline) design. Dimensions and characteristics of
the three designs are given in Table I below and Figures 14 and
15.
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TABLE I

Alternate Configuration Dimensions

Baseline Alt. A Alt. B

Displacement (LT) 13,750 13,750 13,750
Draft 280' 280' 280'
Depth to shoulder 80' 80' -
Beam 90' 87.3' 76.7'
Width 22' 22' 22'
Area at waterline 917.6 ft2  1061.3 ft2  1630 ft2
Area at bottom 1915.4 ft2  1857.4 ft2  1630 ft2

Resonant period (sec) 26.0 24.2 19.5
Null period (sec) 20.5 18.2 -

Heave response curves for the three configurations are
shown in Figure 16. The heave response for the baseline has a
maximum value below resonance of almost 16 percent at a 16-LI second wave period. It is zero at the null period of 20.5
seconds, and reaches resonance at 26 second wave periods.

Decreasing the shoulder area for alternative design A has
three effects, which can be seen in its heave response curve.
In order to decrease the shoulder area while maintaining con-
stant displacement and draft, the waterplane area was increased
and the area at the bottom was decreased. This increased the
ratio of waterplane area to displacement, which lowers the
resonant period to 24.2 seconds. This also decreased the ratio
of shoulder area to bottom area, so that the null period is
lowered to 18.2 seconds. Third, since at short period the barge
is primarily driven by wave pressure forces acting on the
shoulder area, the peak response below resonance is decreased to
about 10 percent. Thus over the greater part of the normal sea
spectrum design A has a better response than the baseline, but
at the expense of allowing the possibility of being excited to
resoniance.

Design B has no shoulder and therefore has no null period.
Its resonant period depends only on the draft, and to a lesser
extent, the displacement of the bottom crosstube (forecastle).
In order to have a resonant period comparable to the baseline
designs, it would need a draft of about 550 ft. At a 280 ft
draft, the resonant period is 19.5 seconds, which can lie within
the range of appreciable energy in the seaway. However, because
design B can only be driven by wave pressure on the bottom sur-
face, its response to short period waves is much better than the
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baseline or design A. In Figure 16, the negative of the
- response curve for design B is plotted for comparative purposes.

Its heave response is better than the baseline's for wave per-
iods shorter than 14 seconds, and is better than design A's

TI response for wave periods below 13 seconds. If, as possibly
indicated by the near-resonance studies, the vessel's resonant
response can be limited to reasonable magnitudes, or if the

vessel will be operated solely in regions, such as the Mediter- 'J"
ranean, where waves are predominantly of short period (Spiess,
1968), then design B could be superior to the others.

The baseline and design A are similar structurally, but theH! increased area in the upper portion of design A may allow lighter
construction, since longitudinal strength is the controlling
structural design criterion. Design B, being about 17% narrower
in beam and structurally simpler, would be expected to represent
a significant decrease in weight and cost.

Detailed weight and moment studies were not carried out on
the alternative designs, so payload capacities could not be cal-
culated, but some qualitative assessments can be made. Design

a ! A and B have more displacement closer to the waterline than the

baseline, so the center of buoyancy will be higher. However,
the ballast tank capacities are decreased, so that the center of
gravity would also rise. The overall effect on superstructure
payload is difficult to assess without quantitative data, but
will probably be small. Since design B has a lower light ship
weight than the others, the weight savings would be split between
additional solid ballast, water ballast and payload. Therefore,
design B would require more salt water ballast tank capacity.
Since the displacements of all three designs are equal, this
means that design B has less volume below the waterline available
for engine rooms, laboratories, etc. On the other hand, there is
more space available above the waterline, due to the greater
waterplane area of design B.

II In general, arrangements will be simpler, since the problem
of cross connections between the legs through the superstructure
has been eliminated. Piping systems, electrical systems, venti-
lation, and air conditioning systems will all be simpler, light-
er, and less expensive for design B. Additionally tankage
arrangements for fuel and fresh water and the associated pumping
requirements will be improved.

The availability of some be!ow-decks space near the stern
of the vessel enables the overhang of the superstructure to be
reduced from 20 feet to 10 feet on design B. This will allow
for easier operations over the side in the vertical condition~and will allow for more compact arrangement of laboratories andcontrol spaces, with better outside access. This also allows

payloads to be mounted further away from the main deck.
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The deck area on design B is now equivalent to a barge of
the same dimensions. Thus in the horizontal, there is more deck
area available and more flexibility in the use of the deck area.I
The opportunity to use the space between the legs in the base-
line design for work in the sea when the vessel is in the hori-
zontal has been forgone in design B.

During the flipping operation, designs A and B expose a
larger water plane and more sail area to wind and sea. Conse-
quently, added difficulty in controlling the flipping operation V
due to the action of wind, waves, and currents may be experienced.

T Also, since greater quantities of water ballast will be required,
larger compressors or longer ballasting and deballasting times i
will be required.

In general, designs A and B offer somewhat lower cost, a
possibility of increased payload, more room for machinery and
hotel facilities, and better motion responses in the short per-
iod wave regime, at the expense of worse responses at long per-
iods and the possibility of resonant excitation.

Payload

II pl~Defining the payload capacity of the work barge is a com-
pl.ax thing, involving a large number of parameters, such as the
amount and distribution of payload, the amount and distribution
of its buoyancy, and the amount of solid ballast used, as well
as the weight, center of gravity, center of buoyancy and tank
shapes and dimensions of the barge itself. Further complicating
the question are qualitative parameters used to describe the
limits of the payload envelope.

To simplify the calculation and presentation of payload
capabilities, the payload is considered to consist of two parts:
the superstructure payload, which has its center of gravity
located at the center of the superstructure; and the submerged
payload, which comprises the remainder. In the vertical mode
on y the in-water weight of the submerged payload need be con-
sidered as long as the load is reasonably compact. In the hori-
zontal mode, the weight in air is used. The payload envelope
for a given amount of superstructure payload can then be presented
as the range of allowable locations of the submerged payload.

. Figure 17 shows several examples of payload envelopes using the
configuration of Figure A-2, Appendix A. One such envelope can
be drawn for each combination of superstructure and submerged
payload. The limits are based on the requirement that liquid
ballast can be shifted to give a center of buoyancy-center of
gravity spacing of at least 5 ft with the vehicle vertical and
that the ship can be flipped from vertical to horizontal by
blowing the bottom-most ballast tanks dry.
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The presentation can be further simplified by calculating
only the minimum and maximum allowable VCG and LCG, correspond-
ing to the vertical and horizontal extremes of the envelopes
in Figure 17. Then, with the VCG (or LCG) plotted against sub-
merged payload, two families of curves, with superstructure

payload as a parameter, can be drawn, one showing the allowable
range of VCG and the other the allowable range of LCG (Figures
18 and 19).

The maximum payload capability with the barge horizontal is
a total of 4,350 tons (in air) with center of gravity at LCG =
143 ft, which puts the combined center of gravity at the horizon-
tal center of buoyancy. As the center of gravity of the payload
moves away from this point, liquid ballast must be taken on to
reach zero trim, so the payload capacity must drop accordingly.
This payload number is based on maintaining, in addition to zero
trim, a draft of no greater than 17 ft (5 ft freeboard).

(inThe above calculations were made based on use of 2,100 tons

(in air) of 175 lbs/ft 3 density concrete evenly distributed along
the keel between the 30 and 160 ft points (Figure A-2, Appendix
A). The craft could actually be designed with only 700 tons of
ballast. This would allow larger payloads in both horizontal
and vertical modes, but would drastically restrict the allowable
locations, particularly when modest superstructure loads were
desired with no submerged payload. Since most missions visual-
ized emphasize the stability of the craft rather than extremely
large payload size, the range described above was chosen.

Preliminary Fitting Out and Arrangements

A basic fitting out package has been formulated that gener-
ally will be applicable to any of the hull design configurations
that have been examined above. The package contained in Appen-
dix A is predicated on the 340 foot length barge hull with
trunks and well like configuration shown in Figure A-2, Appendix
A.

A prime consideration in this study was to keep the design
of the craft simple and to create a housekeeping and mission
oriented fitting out package that would allow the barge to per-

form many ocean engineering tasks that are similar to or exten-
sions of those now performed by FLIP and ORB (or other similar
craft). Addition of special mission oriented equipment and

Vstructure could be included in the initial package to perform
one of the major missions delineated in Section II above. This
approach was successfully followed in the design of MELVILLE andIT, KNORR (AGOR 14 and 15). Additionally, space is allotted for
equipment for the other known potential missions to be performed

'by the craft.
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I The preliminary fitting out and arrangements package
reflects Scripps operating experience with non-propelled craft,
e.g. FLIP and ORB and with more conventional survey ships such

'as MELVILLE, THOMAS WASHINGTON and ALPHA HELIX.

The superstructure which uonnects and strengthens the two
Ttrunks has been set asid. primarily for a combination of house-

keeping areas (berthing and messing for 15 crew and 25 support
personnel) and scientific/engineering work and equipment spaces.
A ship control center also is located in the superstructure area.
Machinery required for ballast control (air compressors and
flood/vent controls), ship's service equipment (fire/potable
water/fuel system pumps) and auxiliary power are located in

;machinery spaces in upper sections of trunks (Figures A-2 and
A-3, Appendix A). The air bottles required for blowing tanks
are located in the trunks below the machinery spaces.

The winch and crane group (Appendix B) was the most diffi-
cult portion of the fitting out package to define, and perhaps
the most important. The cost alone represents a significant
percentage of the overall cost of the fitted out barge. Although
the bulk of the package will be located in work spaces in the
superstructure, any power equipment and the drum for the main
winch should be located as far down as feasible relative to
access and maintenance and to also benefit the center of gravity
and superstructure payload.

The winch and crane as defined gives a flexibility that
permits a wide range of support tasks to be performed, some
simultaneously when appropriate. The hydrographic winch with a
center core conductor and boom will be employed in routine
oceanographic sampling. The intermediate winch can be deployed
with center core power cable or straight wire. Its wire rope of
1/2" size lends itself to a wide variety of tasks such as the
raising and lowering of hydrophones and general purpose usage.

7/8"The main winch has a flexibility with rope size between
J; 7/8" and 1 1/4" and with or without center power single or

coaxial power source. Minimum breaking strengths of up to 80
tons are attained, depending on cable selected or available.
Bottom work systems can be handled readily. Large bulky acous-
tic transducers or arrays can be operated at a point in tie water
column limited only by the cable length available. Other heavy

4, "in air" objects such as sea floor habitats, mining complexes,
well head or other offshore petroleum equipment can be lowered
to the bottom if designed to have sufficient buoyancy in water
to permit safe handling with the winch package available. A

I
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j motion compensating device is included in the main winch instal-
lation. The main winch options were selected on the tradeoff of
lift capability, size and weight versus cost. The finalized
main winch is an acceptable compromise that can support a wide
variety of tasks.

fThe 2 1/2 ton crane and two capstans support a variety of
housekeeping and mission tasks. The two capstans are necessaryfor maintaining constant tension in tile mooring lines.

Station-Keeping and Orientation

With regard to positioning and orienting the flippable
barge while in the vertical mode, the design requirement selec-
ted was the ability to maintain either position or heading, but
not both simultaneously. Thus, depending on mission require-
ments, the barge would be either drifting free while maintaining
a fixed or controlled heading, or maintaining a fixed position
with its heading such that the station-keeping power requirement
was minimized.

HBy selecting this approach, a wide variety of missions
requiring some sort of position or attitude control in the hor-
izontal plane can be accommodated while keeping the investment

it in power, equipment and installed machinery to a reasonable
level. If it were required to maintain both position and bead-
ing, then the power requirements would be established by the

If worst condition where the wind and current were in the same
direction and perpendicular to the broadest dimension of the
vessel. This requires roughly four times more power than the
present situation where, for station keeping, the vector sum of
current and wind drag forces can always be kept perpendicular to
the vessel's narrowest dimension.

F! Implicit in the above is an unstated decision about the
time constant of the control system to be designed. The time
constants of the positioning systems to be considered here are
considerably longer than the period of the wave-induced forces,

ii which average close to zero for a suitably long averaging time.
Thus the heading and position control systems will react to
changes in direction and speed of the wind and current, but will
not react to wave-induced motions. Instead, we rely upon the
shape and dimensions of the vessel to minimize its responses to
wave action. The positioning and orientation systems are there-
fore designed to counteract the steady state drift and yaw due
to changing wind and current conditions.
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Position will be maintained by a three-point moor, using
neutrally buoyant line and sacrificial bottom tackle; or by
thrusters operating on both sides of the vessel, parallel to
its wider dimension. Design conditions selected are a 1 kt
current and a 60 kt wind in the same direction. With the beam
of the vessel into the current, it has a projected area of
6400 ft2 below the waterline and 1500 ft2 above the waterline.
Using drag coefficients of .94 for the area above the waterlineHand .70 for the area below the waterline, the drag force is
29,000 pounds. This includes the assumption that the surface
current extends unchanged in direction or magnitude down to
300 ft depth.

Orientation will be by thrusters positioned as far apart as
possible so as to make maximum use of available horsepower to
produce yawing moment.

a. Mooring

Scripps has had much experience in establishing three-point
moors in the deep ocean with FLIP (Bronson, 1971). Three-point

*- moors have been made in depths up to 3000 fathoms using combina-
tions of Samson brand Multifilament Polypropylene (MFP) and
Power Braid (see Figure 20). The combination has slight posi-
tive buoyancy, and thus all of its strength (45,000 lb for the
1 1/2" dia. rope) is available for mooring stresses rather than
partial self support. The bottom tackle is about 9 tons of
scrap chain and a 750-lb Danforth anchor on each leg. The
bottom tackle is sacrificed, shear pins allowing recovery of
the mooring lines.

UI For the Flippable Barge under the severest design condi-
tions and assunting a line length to water depth ratio of 1.5 to
1, the line tension would be 40,000 lb, requiring 1 3/4" dia.
rope, with a breaking strength of 90,000 lb. For a 3000 fathom
moor, each leg would require 27,000 feet of line and 14 tons of
scrap iron. Thus the equipment requirements are comparable to
those for mooring FLIP.

Mooring the Flippable Work Barge, however, will not be as
simple as mooring FLIP, because of the requirement to keep the
beam of the barge oriented in a direction to minimize the drag
of wind and current. The barge must be able to rotate relative
to the mooring lines in order not to exceed the design strength
of the lines under the severest conditions. Under better condi-
tions this is much less of a problem. For instance, with a 1/2
kt current and a 45 kt wind, the three-point moor described
above could easily maintain the barge in position broadside to

£the wind and current, since the drag forces in that condition
would be only 23,000 pounds. In order to meet the worst condi-
tions, the moor must be made to a point above the top deck of
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the barge. Fair leads on tracks or rollers would guide the
lines over the edges of the deck, and would be positioned so as
to properly orient the barge (see Figure 21). The unbalanced
moment due to the lines being moored so high over the water it
surface would cause the vessel to heel over only about 1.1
degrees.

b. Thrusters

For a thrust-to-power ratio of 40 lb/hp, about 750 hp, or
560 KW, is required. With two thrusters as shown in Figure 22,
propellor diameters would be about 7 feet in order to obtain a
proper power to fan area ratio (Hoyt, 1962). In the configura-

- tion shown directional control can be maintained by varying the
power to the two thrusters. In addition, if the thruster on the
keel can be rotated to face fore-aft when the barge is horizon-
tal, then the barge would also have some propulsive and maneu-
vering capability.

Cycloidal propeller thrusters could also be used, as shown

1 in Figure 23. The advantages of such a system are 1) thrust
can be delivered in any direction perpendicular to the axis of
rotation without the need of a rotatable thruster housing; 2)

, ivariable pitch of the cycloidal propellor allows greater use of
available power under varying conditions. Thrust to power ratio
is about 39 lb/hp for a Voith-Schneider size 14E cycloidal pro-
peller, which has a diameter of 6.2 feet (Voith-Schneider, 1971),
so space and horsepower requirements would be about the same.

c. Orientation

Estimating the thrust and horsepower requirements for
orientation is far more difficult than for station-keeping.
Two approaches are available for obtaining this estimate. One
is to generate an analytical prediction of the required power
and the other is to obtain an estimate from model experiments.

I The use of analytical techniques to estimate the required
power is not very promising. The moments which must be resisted
in order to maintain a mean orientation are intimately connected
with real fluid flow effects, section asymmetries, and resulting
circulat.on in an unsteady flow field. These problems involve
state-of-the-art tecbniques, and i.n fact may exceed available
public data or techniques, especially when it is considered that
the ections involved are arbitrary bluff sections of substan-
tial thickness.
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I
The magnitude of the symmetric harmonic moments which cause

equal yaw about a mean heading was studied, in order to deter-
mine the feasibility of using thrusters to correct for wave-
induced yawing motion. The moments were found to be exceedingly
high. The yaw response (and hydrodynamic moment) depends on the
mean heading relative to the wave direction as well as wave fre-
quency, as shown in Figure 24, which plots yaw response contours
on a frequency-heading map. The harmonic moment on the vessel
depends on frequency and heading in the same way. In the
absence of a directional design spectrui with which to integrate
the moment responses, the well-known Neumann spectrum (Kinsman,

~Ii1965) was used to find the significant (average of highest 1/3)
moments for fixed heading, assuming the sea spectrum to be uni-
directional. For a 20-ft significant wave height, the signifi-

-cant moment exerted by the waves on the barge was a maximum of
2.4 x 107 ft-lb at a heading of 400 relative to the wave direc-
tion. With thrusters approximately 100 ft apart, this would
require 120,000 lb of thrust developed at each thruster. Thus,
the power required is much too great for orientation on a rapid
time scale to be feasible.

IUnfortunately, the steady drift moment is not as amenable
A to analytical solution. The approach of using model experiments

to estimate the required orientation power is much more promis-
ing, particularly considering the existence of the 1/8 scale
model. The chief concerns involved in the model test approach
are properly modeling the ocean environment, and scale effects.
Previous experience with the 1/8 scale model lends credence to
the hope that the ocean environment can be modeled. The large
scale of the 1/8 scale model minimizes the risk of scale effect
error. It is therefore recommended that estimates of the power
required for orientation be determined by experiments with the
1/8 scale model using instrumented variable power thrusters and
direct observation of orientation behavior in a model scale
ocean environment. Since these data are not available, for cost
purposes it was assumed that two 500-horsepower thrusters would
be required.

The thrusters would be mounted at the port and starboard
sides, to produce the maximum moment from the available horse-
power (Figure 25). The thruster housing. can be made to rotate
for propulsion in the horizontal mode. Again, this could be
eliminated if cycloidal propeller units were utilized.

It should be reiterated that whether conventional or
cycloidal thrusters are used, only two units are required. The
same two units a_ e used both for position keeping and for orien-
tation, but are mounted in different locations. It is presumed
the mission requiremen'3 are known in advance, so that the
thruster units can be relocated appropriately while in port.
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IV. SPECIFIC MISSION/TASKS INVESTIGATED

General

Scripps submitted a proposed concept for 4ivestigations
that was divided into two phases. NAVSHIPS fuy.ded the first
phase. This included limited task investigation of some missions
which were similar to those performed by FLIP, ORB and smaller
specialized craft and two submarine tending missions.IIt was soon evident that a number of missions, in particular
those currently supported by FLIP, ORB and other similar vessels,
were already well defined in terms of logistics and support.
Some tasks, such as internal wave studies or acoustic studies
with several suspended hydrophone arrays requiring spatial separ--
ation of instruments are currently handled on FLIP with a set of
booms (Figure 26). These tasks are easily handled and can be

im extended considerably on the larger barge platform. Development
of the preliminary fitting out package (Appendices A and B)

-- reflects the anticipated requirements of many such missions.

Other tasks which are not so well defined and which arei discussed below are handling large acoustic transducer systems,

bottom work systems, submarine tending, and submarine rescue and
&L recovery.

Large Acoustical Transducer System

A large transducer or acoustic array system can be readily

supported at great depths. To better illustrate we have taken
an approximation of a very large acoustic array currently under
preliminary design study. The dimensions, weights and general

(design including thrusters are considered realistic in terms of
state of the art and future possible acoustic developmental
requirements.

The array weighs over 180 tons in air with general dimen-
sions of 88 feet by 29 feet by 20 feet. It is mounted on a ramp
structure to permit it to clear the high bow area once the barge
flips to the vertical operating mode (Figure 27). The array is
transported to the operating site and flipped 90 degrees through
the air/sea interface. At this point the top of the array is
located well below the mean water line.

Once the barge has been stabilized in the vertical mode,
the array with a designed submerged weight of about 10 tons can
be lowered to the desired operating depth. The array initially
will be guided while riding in tracks until it clears the bow.
Looking transversely, a guide plate will ride just behind the
array until the plate runs against stops. It then acts as the
suspension point for the array as it is lowered to the desired
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operating depth. The winch cable acts both as a suspension
cable and power source using a center core coaxial cable. Con-
trols, winch and instrumentation are located in the superstruc-
ture area. By means of a simple accumulator, the limited
vertical excursions of the barge, normally 10 percent or less of
the wave height, can be easily handled so that the transducer
would feel only minute accelerations. Thus line tension due to
inertial forces are eliminated and the winch system has only to
cope with relatively small forces due to the transducer's nega-
tive buoyancy.

-When the operation is completed the array is winched back
Sup to the barge where it is guided into the tracks as it seats

against the traveling guide. It then is housed in the deck load
position where it can be flipped back to the horizontal mode.

Currently, such large arrays either have to be handled as
deck load under severely limited sea state conditions or be
carried below a craft such as done employing ORB. In the formericase the size and weight of the array are severely limited by
the problems of deployment and retrieval in the worst anticipa-
ted sea state, and in the latter case maintenance and repair are
quite difficult without a very large well structure.

Bottom Work Systems

Bottom work systems are classified as small or large. In
the case of the former, a fairly large amount of design opera-
tional experience already exists. Systems include RUM, CURV III
and RUWS. RUM (Anderson, 1970" will be taken as an example of a
small system. The handling and operation of RUM as a viable
system using ORB (Scripps operated and manned Oceanographic
Research Buoy) has already been successfully demonstrated over a
period of several years. On ORB, RUM is housed in a center well
with doors that open to provide a bottom opening to lower RUM
during planned operations. In employment of RUM or similar
system on the flippable barge, thu vehicle is housed and serviced
in the superstructure support areas on the lower superstructure
deck (in vertical mode). When lowered for operations, the
vehicle will be controlled from the superstructure. Using the
center telescopic boom (Figure A-3, Appendix A), the vehicle is
moved out clear of the trunks and lowered to the bottom. RUM
has an air weight of approximately 23,000 pounds which is reduced
by built-in buoyancy to about 10,000 pounds to permit the
vehicle to hug the bottom when "crawling" on a mission. RUM is
suspended and controlled by a specially constructed wire cable
with a coaxial center core. The strength of the cable must
reflect not only the weight of the vehicle and additional verti-
cal motion tensions not otherwise compensated for, but also the
increasing weight of cable that is paid out. The latter can be
considerable. For example, 20,000 feet of 7/8" diameter wire
rope could have a submerged weight of up to approximately 10
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tons. Fortunately current cable (wire rope) technology allows

some additional buoyancy to be built into cables where the over-
all submerged weight (cable, equipment and device) becomes
critical.

IT Other small systems will be similarly handled with the
exception of RUWS when deployed with its own motion compensating
crane unit. In this case, the crane will be mounted (Figure A-3,
Appendix A) on the weather deck. The RUWS package will be housed
so as to be readily accessible to the crane. Space will be
available for the crane drum in one of the trunks. Considering
stability, it is advantageous to position it as low as possible
(vertical mode).

Any detailed study of a larger bottom work system package
(such as mining complex) was not within the purview of the NAV-
SEA study objectives and funding.

Submarine Tending

Scripps in the original proposal delineated three
potential areas of submarine tending for investigation (Section
II). NAVSEASYSCOM funding permitted examination of two areas
discussed below along with emergency egress and recovery.

In the course of the study a considerable amount of effort
was expended in examining commercial and military state of the
art. We felt this expenditure of time would pay off in terms of
endeavoring to keep things practical and to take full advantage
of developments to date.

V Early in our ARPA investigations, we could see the poten-
tial employment of the flippable barge in a submarine tending

- role. The barge in the vertical mode enjoyed stability that
gave responses that were only a fraction of that experienced
with more conventional craft currently used for tending. Also,
the capability to flip large bulky objects in and out of the
water presented an additional capability.

DSV or Smaller

--The first method of submarine tending investigated is that
relating to the sma'lest submersibles. The upper limit has been
taken as 25 tons and approximately 26 foot length and 12 foot
diameter. These are the general characteristics of the Navy
DSVs, TURTLE and SEA CLIFF (Murrill, 1974). Included in this
large group of submersibles are various vehicles including ALVIN
and models of CUBMARINE and PISCES.
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The concept includes a portal to portal operation. The
submarine is transported to operating site. The barge flips to
the vertical with the submersible allowed to remain upright in
gimbal like suspension. When the barge reaches the stable ver-
tical mode the submersible is lowered to a depth well below the

Isurface on elevator like landing platform from which it can
launch for operations. When operations are completed, the craft
moors on the platform and is raised to the surface for replen-
ishment of vital system and crew rest. When ready to return to
port the barge flips back to the horizontal. During flipping,
the submersible again rotates in gimbal mountings.

A major portion of effort devoted to this method of tending
focused on how best to raise and lower the submersible between
the superstructure and a point well below the surface of the
sea. From the latter position the craft launches from and moors
in relatively quiet water to a highly stable platform whose
motion decreases as one progresses to deeper water along its
hull.

Existing elevator and other hoist mechanisms were examined.
A number of "state of the art" options are available but not
necessarily adaptable either to the marine environment or the
general configuration of the flippable barge, or acceptable in
terms of amount of payload. As our investigations looked at
power sources, consideration was given to the amount of 250 psi
air readily available for blowing tanks during the flipping
operation. Initial examination indicated that use of this air
as a lift force was feasible. Ultimately, a concept was devel-

ii oped that evolves around use of a buoyancy lift chamber elevator
(Figure 28). The principal advantage of such a design is that
the weight of its structure is easily absorbed as deck load and
submerged payload of the barge with minimal effect on super-
structure payload. By comparison, another highly potential
alternative could use a double drum overhead crane with a two
point platform lift. The installation would be generally com-
parable to half that employed to raise a DSRV. Although the
crane package is feasible, it could create undesireable super-
structure payload and space requirements, particularly in terms
of a multi-mission type of operation.

Figure 29 shows a schematic of a possible buoyancy lift
elevator package. Individual components are an air chamber 20
feet high and 13 feet in diameter, a support tower 38 feet high
and 10 feet in diameter, and finally, a cradle assembly 30 feet

in length by 15 feet in width and 10 feet high. All dimensions
are approximate subject to final design.
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The air chamber is constructed of high grade steel capable
of withstanding a minimum of 160 psi interior and exterior
pressure. It must be able to support and lift up to approxi-
mately 48 tons of tower, cradle and submersible (Table II). As
the submersible breaks through the ocean surface it also will
have to counter downward wave forces computed to be up to
approximately 7 short tons (this uses a wave of 10 seconds per-
iod and 20 feet wave height).

TABLE II

Elevator Structure Weights*

Section Air Submerged

Submarine 25 Near Neutral
Cradle Structure 10.1 8.8
Tower 12.3 10.9
Air Chamber (empty) 11.2 9.8

Total 58.6 29.5

Air Chamber (buoyancy) 84.5

*Short tons

The air chamber uses ports to control the upward thrust
created by the buoyancy generated by the air bubble. Ports
located at the base of the chamber are always open. Upper ports
would 6e located at approximately 10 feet above chamber base and
are opened and shut by remote control. The upper ports are
closed as chamber is blown to a point necessary for initial ver-
tical motion. When upward movement commences, the ports are
opened and remain so until the submarine reaches a depth of say
50 feet. This allows the air to spill out as it expands. At
this point the upper ports are closed and the chamber is blown
dry to give the additional buoyancy to complete the lift of the
submersible to the superstructure. In the superstructure, the
craft is disconnected from the elevator and locked in place.
The air chamber is vented permitting the assembly to return to
the lower position where it normally is housed when not in use.
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When lowering the submersible, it first is mated to the
cradle on the elevator which has been brought to the upper

T position. The air chamber then is vented enough to commence
downward movement. The system is designed so that the air
chamber does not break the surface under conditions up to 20
foot wave heights.

The elevator will ride in guide tracks in the barge hull.
Friction brakes and shock absorbers at each end will be employed
as an arresting system. Such a system appears well within the
state-of-the-art in elevator construction.

The lift platform cradle is constructed as a free flooding
rectangular girder framework, open at the top and to some
extent on the ends, within which the submersible can moor or
launch. The .inal design will be tailored to the submersible
being supported. The box like shape requires a submersible that
can be readily maneuvered in the vertical direction. Once in
place, it is locked by pins electrically or hydraulically actu-
ated (most recent experience during shakedown of U.S.S. Pigeon
(configured to support DSRV) indicates the latter power source
force for the pins may be preferable). With weight not a prob-'p lem in the proposed design, it was felt that the additional
structure was appropriate as it could provide some additional
cushioned support of the submersible in the upright in addition
to the pins, while being raised or lowered.

When the submersible is lifted to the superstructure, it is
locked into the gimbal device. In normal service, additional
restrainers are connected at the base of the submersibles (skegs
or other hard points). Restrainers also are employed in the
horizontal mode. In either case, they are removed during the
flipping process.

The size and weight of smaller submersibles gives a high
feasibility to being able to gimbal them during flipping opera-
tions. Major equipment on FLIP is handled this way including a
galley packC~ge, diesel-generator sets and air compressors. While
none represent the size and dimensions of a DSV, a device shown V
in Figure A-4, Appendix A shows a method of allowing the submar-
ine to rotate remaining upright as the barge flips. The submer-
sible (a DSV is shown) is connected to the device using the
suspension points (padeyes) currently used to crane lift the
craft. Cross cables are hooked to preclude excursions from
vertical. The submersible and suspension device are supported
by two large curved I-beam like guide rails. As the barge flips
90 degrees, the wheels of the suspension device are free to
travel, permitting the submersible to rotate at a point within
its hull configuration, thereby greatly reducing the inertial
moments generated and the space required.
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The tower structure serves the function of separating the
air chamber and the landing platform cradle. It must be strong
enough both to support the cradled submersible in air and with-
stand the wave forces while exposed to the latter.

Finally, the elevator requires air hose, power cables, and
possibly hydraulic power hoses running from the superstructure
to appropriate points on the air chamber and cradle. Consolida-
tion of cable and hose into single-package is feasible and
should be included in final design. A simple constant tension
winch located at the superstructure can handle the cable/hose.

The buoyancy method is an untested conceptual design and
requires further study prior to final engineering. Our initial
examination indicates a most reasonable degree of feasibility.
The backup availability of proven overhead crane designs that
can lift the cradled submarine gives the concept of tending DSVs
or small submersible from a !iippable barge a very high real
world feasibility that can extend operations to higher sea states.

DSRV

A second method of submersible tending was studied. In
this case, the flippable barge is configured to provide crew
rest and submerged replenishment of vital systems tc extend the
operations of some submersibles into higher sea states. Launch
and recovery are accomplished when sea conditions were favorable
using a more conventional craft as a tender.

This method of support is applicable to any submarine
fitted with an upper or lower hatch that can be mated to another
hatch. The submarine will mate similar to the way a DSRV mates
to a mother (tending) submarine or a disabled one. In this con-
cept (Figure 30) the submarine mates to a general purpose cap-
sule (GPC) fitted with two access hatches. The crew is trans-
ferred to the surface in a personnel transfer capsule (PTC) via
the second hatch. This method of support is applicable to such
submersibles as the DSRVs and the Canadian commercial submarineHTAURUS. Lockheed's DEEP QUEST can be fitted with such a capa-
bility as can other small submarines.

Replenishment of vital systems is accomplished either
through the access hatch from the general purpose capsule or by
use of plug-in fittings using either remote manipulators or

-l divers. In keeping with one of the basic premises of this
study, i.e. to endeavor for cost reduction, the preliminary
engineering efforts have concentrated on a relatively simple
construction package that can effectively support the mission.
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The GPC dimensions of approximately 40 feet length and 7 feet
diameter have been chosen to support a DSRV. The base of the
GPC is positioned at frame 50 of the barge. In the vertical
mode this would place the base 230 feet below the mean water
line. The top of the DSRV is approximately 210 feet below the
water line. The capsule will not be part of the hull but
rather will be fastened to the hull with strap type brackets.
The tended submarine will have at least one saddle type support
bracket in addition to that support provided by the matedi hatches.

The design specifications of the general purpose capsule
must reflect both NAVSEA safety requirements and the fact that
the capsule will be submerged a portion of the time with possi-
ble corrosive problems. The chamber must be capable of with-
standing a total of the normal depth plus the amplitude of the
highest wave expected and the possibility of being ballasted
deeper than the normal draft of 290 feet. 320 feet external sea
pressure was selected as the maximum expected. A further
requirement of being able to withstand 150 psi internal pressure
was established. This allows flooding in the bottom part of the
capsule to be controlled. It als3 gives a limited decompressioncapability if required.

A tentative wall thickness of 1/2" high grade steel was
selected (subject to final engineering) to reflect the above
requirements, particularly safety. Weak areas near hatches and
penetrating fittings would be built up similar to techniques
currently used in construction of pressure vessels used in the

-- diving industry. The GPC is designed as a single chamber
(Figure 30) but could be configured as in the artist concept
(Figure 31) when finally engineered.

The GPC will contain fittings and equipment for replenish-
ing vital systems of the submersible tended. Additional house-
keeping requirements such as air replenishment and revitaliza-
tion, humidity control, communications and power outlets also
will be provided for. Hull penetrations on the capsule except
for the two major access hatches and air/gas fittings should be
located below the vertical center of the compartment. The cap-
sule will create some buoyancy (approximately 50 tons) which is
easily handled by the ship's ballast system.

The PTC is primarily employed for transfer of submarine
personnel fron the GPC to the superstructure. It should be con-
figured to support divers to 350 feet maximum depth, acting as
a diving decompression chamber when required. The latter capa-
bility would not be employed to support sustained diving opera-
tions, but, more appropriately, occasional diving required to
effect submerged inspection and minor repairs of the submarine
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or flippable barge. The PTC is not satisfactory for decompres-
sion more than several hours because of its cramped quarters.
Study of support of a sustained saturation diving mission for
the barge was not within the purview of this study. If such
operations were contemplated as a mission, the Navy MKI (port-
able) or permanent MKII systems appear to be feasible for

Tinstallation and support. The former would cost approximately
Le $5 million.

The PTC is constructed of high quality steel with wall
thickness and build up around hatches and fittings similar to
the GPC discussed above. It will be approximately spherical in
shape with an exteision at the base for a mating/access hatch.
Fittings are on the top for lines to the superstructure for
supply of breathing mixtures and pressure buildup as required.
It requires a breathing mixture revitalization system. Power

- for lights, communications and other electrical equipment will
7 be supplied through a combined tether/pcwer cable.

The PTC rides in guide tracks along the vertical hull
(Figure 30) between the superstructure and the GPC serving as
an elevator. A simple winch and tether cable assembly is
required in the superstructure for raising and lowering. With
a maximum anticipated assembly air weight of approximately
16,000 lbs, the PTC can be raised at speeds up to 100 FPM with
an electric-hydraulic power system requiring output of 50 hp.

Emergency Egress and Recovery

While looking for alternate methods of submerged tending
for submersibles not fitted with mating hatches or small enough
for the elevator lift, a concept less desirable than the method
using a GPC and PTC was considered. It provides a tank with the
bottom open and located at some intermediate depth against the
barge hull. An air bubble can lower the water in the tank, say
to its mid depth. This wouli permit a suitably configured (that
can equal interior pressure .;ith external) submarine to surface

.- inside for crew evacuation and replenishment. Such a concept is
applicable only to submarines with a capability to equalize
compartment pressure with sea pressure in the tank.

An undesireable feature was that the personnel would have
to be exposed to sea pressure with associated problems. The
advantage, of course, was that it allowed dry personnel transfer
and a certain amount of replenishment dependent on how the sub-
mersible is fitted.
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Concurrent with the preliminary development of the submar-
ine tending concepts discussed above, it became apparent that by
providing the capability for small submersibles to operate in
higher sea states, consideration should be given to some means
for emergency surface and egress if the need exists. In lower
sea states, most small submarines have so little free board even
with a built up conning tower that they enjoy at best a slim
safety margin when egress is required. In the upper sea state
force 5, lower force 6 seas to which the flippable barge is
expected to extend certain submarine operations, rapid egress at

44 the surface would be extremely hazardous.
The open tank with an air bubble offers a simple means for

emergency personnel evacuation from a suitably configured sub-
marine. Without a PTC elevator for lifting personnel to the
surface or to provide decompression if desired, the alternative
is to have the tank located on the barge in the vertical at a
relatively shallow depth. If too shallow, undesireable actions
from the existing wave spectrum might be experienced inside the
tank. As a point of departure one hundred feet appears to be an
acceptable compromise between wave action and time available
before decompression is required. Up to 25 minutes is available
at that depth before decompression is required according to
available tables. If a decompression chamber is not available,
personnel would have to move to the surface either in free
ascent or with SCUBA gear available in the tank. In heavy seas
neither is considered satisfactory so an elevator (PTC) with
decompression capability is recommended as part of the installa-
tion (Figure 32). A portable deck is shown that would fold up-
wards being lowered after submarines surface. Also a portion
of a possible air bag installation is shown. These act as
bumpers while protecting the vital parts of the submersible
during what relative motion may be concentration in the tank.
A ladder and portable upper decking would provide access to the
elevator (PTC) which rides in guides along barge hull to ensure
easy mating. The emergency egress tank would be constructed of
high grade steel of appropriate thickness dependent on depth
selected. Limited vital system replenishment would be installed
if desired.

Another emergency capability is provided with the main
winch (Appendix A). This would use the standard swimmer assist
hook up practice employed on MAXINE D (currently tending SEA
CLIFF and TURTLE) and similar tenders. The submarine is then
raised to the superstructure for crew rest and systems replen-
islrtent.
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V. COST ESTIMATES

The climate for obtaining cost estimates changed radically

from when Scripps made its proposal in the fall of 1973. Ship-R yard overloading, material shortaqes, inflation and manufac-

turer's back logs made it difficult to obtain realistic esti-
mates. For example, in some of the winch/crane packages, there
were quotes that varied as much as 100% when not an off-the-
shelf item. To try to firm up a realistic cost package, we
established a base of mid-fiscal year 1974 (about 1 January
1974). Prices could then be based on fact. Even with this base

T established, it was difficult to get vendors to not put their
own anticipated cost growth. As a result some of the costs
probably are conservative (high) for the established base.

The basic package cost including the winch/crane group was
$8.8 million. This includes final design, construction and
completed fitting out.

The propulsion group cost of $.5 million is predicated on
four foundation installations and two thrusters. The latter
will be installed on a mission basis either for rotational
orientation or position keeping.

The mooring costs of $.2 million are based on synthetic
lines and fittings (exclusive of scrap expendable bottom tackle)
(Bronson) to make a 3-point moor in 3000 fathoms. The costs to
moor at other depths should increase or decreasr almost on a
linear ratio with the depth.

The Personnel Transfer Capsule/General Purpose Capsule was
difficult to price. Informal discussion with industry repre-
sentativeE' indicated that the price at mid-FY74 would be at or
under $.8 million. This was based on simplicity and relative
shallow depth requirements of our proposed package.

No cost estimates could be obtained from industry on the
package for raising DSVs and smaller submersibles. The cost
estimate of up to $1 million is based on consulting advice.

A complete package with 3000 fathom mooring capability,
thruster group and one or the other of the submarine tending
tasks would be vei.y close to $10.5 million at the base time of
1 January 1974. These costs are all informal. A formal ship-
yard bid on 360 foot barge designed for the ARPA project was
furnished directly to P14S 383 (NAVSEASYSCOM) by Halter Marine
in February 1974.

The investment in the barge and support vehicle is consid-
ered to be highly competitive with other types of vehicles that
support ocean engineering tasks.
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VI. RECOMMENDED INVESTIGATIONS

Although the ARPA flippable barge performance as an ocean
3engineering support platform in 1/100 and 1/8 scale tests was

even better than expected, it was designed and tested for a
specific purpose, i.e. construction at sea of a large stable
platform. Accordingly some further investigations including
model testing is recommended as beneficial to eventual fixing
of final design.

Responses of the 1/8 scale model barge were not actually
recorded during instrumented tests at sea. Rather, our efforts
were focused on the assembled large stable platform of which the
barge was a vertical unit (Spiess, 1974).

Model testing would concentrate on investigation of optimum
shape, dimension changes, effectiveness of well versus solid
hull, determination of drag forces for various conditions and
responses near resonance frequencies.

Relatively minor changes to the model hull are required
for these investigations. The cost would be small and lead to
a more cost efficient and operationally capable final design.
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I PRELIMINARY DESIGN DESCRIPTIONI
A. GENERAL

The Flippable Barge Ocean Engineering Support Platform
(OESP) is designed to operate in both vertical and horizontal

T modes and is capable of performing a number of tasks in each
mode. Some specific design tasks are:

a. To provide a large platform to move large objects/
weights to an operating area and flip platform
through air-sea interface to vertical, conduct opera-
tions, and then recover as appropriate.

b. To provide a stable platform from which to conduct
Deep Ocean Technology developmental and research
programs.

c. To provide a platform from which to support bottom~work systems.

" d. To provide a stable platform capable ol handling and

servicing a submersible.

U e. To provide a stable platform from which to conduct
large object salvage operations.

f. To provide a stable platform from which to launch,
retrieve, and operate large transducers.

The flippable barge design incorporates the operational
principles and characteristics of a flippable stable floating
platform evolving from design, construction, and operation of
FLIP (Floating Instrument Platform) and subsequent model design
and test (1/8 scale at sea) by Scripps Institution of Oceano-
graphy. The design described in detail in this report is a
fully equipped OESP capable of operating ar an individual unit.

In the horizontal mode, the OESP designed to operate
individually incorporates the seakeeping and payload capabilities

of large deck cargo barges currently in service. It has the
capability to lift heavy loads and equipment to an operating
area and flip them through the air-sea interface to a stable
vertical position. In the vertical, the OESP serves as the
platform from which tasks involving the use of equipment aboard
the vessel, including the flippable payload, are performed.
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When operations are completed, the loads can be retrieved
and flipped to the horizontal. Vessel arrangements have been
established to provide easy changeover in port, without the use
of shipyard facilities, from one major payload or discipline to
another. Space is allocated for later installation of additional
power generating or other equipment, recognizing future require-
ments for imaginative further applications.

TFor ease of at-sea operations and flexibility of use, the
following features are incorporated into the design:

(1) Platform's service facilities are strategically located

to service transient payload components.

(2) Gimbal-like devices for operating equipment whereIN required for transition from horizontal to vertical
and return (designs similar to those used in FLIP).

(3) Interior working spaces and exterior decks, shell,
4. and bulkheads in working areas fitted for bolting

payload equipment in place.

(4) Maximum possible access between interior spaces and
weather deck areas.

The OESP can be moored at unlimited depths from multiple
points. It also is provided with a position keeping/rotational
orientation package that allows one or the other mode. The one
selected will depend on the mission.

The design provides for good seakeeping characteristics when
hove-to in either horizontal or vertical modes and permits the
weather decks to remain as dry as practical in all operation
conditions.

The platform is designed as part of a two-unit system, the
other being an Offshore Support Ship similar to the extended
4,000-horsepower AGOR21. hmong the functions of the support ship
are towing capability, mooring and positioning the OESP (includ-
ing providing and laying ground tackle), resupply of the OESP
while on station, electronics suite to supplement and complement
the OESP electronics suite, and quarters and supplies for addi-
tional OESP personnel.
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The general characteristics of the OESP are as follows:

3 Horizontal

Length Overall 340'- 0"
Beam 90'- 0"
Draft (Full Load) 17'- 0"
Beam (Upper Hulls) 22'-10"
Depth 22'- 0"
Displacement (Full Load) 10,180 LTSW

Vertical

Freeboard 50'- 0"
Air Gap 30'- 0"
Draft 290'- 0"
Displacement 13,720 LTSW

The total. complement, including scientists, payload opera-
tors, technicians, and crew, will not exceed 40. Provisions,
stores, and fuel for 35 to 90 days of operation can be stowed
aboard the -essel depending on the specific operation under
considerat -.

The pia, . ts machinery, and outfitting shall meet the
requiremen- v- tne Ai',erican Bureau of Shipping, the UnitedStates Coa-, L ard ,.he U. S. Public Health Service, and the
Federal Communications Commizsion.

B. PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS

1. Hull Form and Structure

The vessel is generally barge-shaped with a short, high
- forecastle and a centerline well aft. The centerline structure,

forward of the well, ends in a typical barge rake. Outboard of
the well, the hull is formed into cylinders, with a square cross
section and rounded corners. An after superstructure, 20' x 20'
x 90', connects the legs at the stern. In the vertical mode, a
deck on 1," of the superstructure can be expanded to a 45' x 60'
helicopt _)latform. Skegs designed to permit good towing char-
acteristics will form the base of the helicopter platform.
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The vessel is longitudinally framed. Transverse web frames
are spaced 5 feet 0 inches from the bow to Frame 9 and from Frame
21 to the stern. Transverse web frames between Frames 9 and 21
are spaced 3 feet 4 inches. The controlling design load for

Ir structure forward of Frame 21 is !,e hydrostatic load when the
vessel is vertical (for both hard and soft tanks). Aft of Frame
21, longitudinal bending loads are the most severe and are thus
the design loads.

:i The vessel is subdivided by transverse watertight bulkheads,
spaced about 40 feet apart, to form nine compartments. The fore-

- castle is also a separate compartment. A longitudinal bulkhead
on centerline runs from the bow to the end of the centerline rake
at the beginning of the centerline well. There is a lateral
watertight flat at half-depth throuqh a portion of the midbody.

The structural layout and details are simil.r to that of an
ABS-classed liquid cargo barge. Scantlings satisfy the ABS
requirements for deep tanks on an ocean-going liquid cargo barge.
All steel is ABS approved ordinary strength steel. No high
strength steels are employed. Slightly over 2100 long tons of
permanent concrete ballast is installed to permit the vessel to
be operated in the vertical mode. The concrete ballast has a
density of 175 lbs/ft3 .

2. Electric Plant

Main and auxiliary power is provided by three Caterpillar
D398 diesel generator sets rated at 645 KW continuous each. The
diesel generator sets are gimbal-mounted, with exhaust, fuel,
and cooling lines located near the center of rotation to permit
the use of swivel joints and fixed piping and ducting. Power
will be provided through parallel switchboards, located in the
Engineering Operating Station. Power available will be both
440 volt, 3 phase, AC, and 110 volt, 3 phase, AC.

Control and monitoring of the electric plant is from the
remote Engineering Operating Station near but isolated from the
engine room. The engine room is unattended and completely auto-
mated. Spark arrestor silencers are used. Particular attention
is paid to sound isolation and reduction and to limiting vibra-
tion. Acoustic quieting of airborne and waterborne noise is
provided where feasible including the use of air suspension for
rotating machinery, etc.
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3. Communication and Control

I A Main Control Center is located in the superstructure aft.
The Control Center includes a chart room, radio room, and some
scientific controls. Located in this room are radar, sonar,
depth sounder, RDF, Loran, satellite receiver, Omega, Gyro,
Additionally, the high and low pressure air manifolds, the

thruster controls and closed circuit TV and some scientific
instrument controls are in this space. All instrumehts rea, .ring
vertical orientation for proper operation are either bolted in
place in the horizontal with an alternate location for bolting in
place in the vertical mode or are gimbal-mounted.

4. Auxiliary Systems

a. Heating, Air Conditioning, Ventilation, and Refriger-
ation

The entire superstructure, including all accommodations,
laboratories, control spaces, and mess are climate control-
led by a central heating and air-conditioning system. The
system consists of a heating coil and cooling coil, a gim-
baled reciprocating air-conditioning chiller and ventilation
fans, all located in the engine room aPA reheat coils with
thermostat controls in each space. Th-. engine rooms are
forced draft ventilated.

Reefer stores are kept in a 20-foot reefer container, pre-
packed prior to a voyage and installed on gimbals in the
superstructure. The van is a self-contained unit, powered
by ship service electrical power.

b. Oil Handling Systems

The diesel generators take suction on fuel oil day tanks
located in the engine rooms and use engine mounted fuel
oil pumps. Fuel oil transfer pumps are located in the
pump room in Tank 7-C to transfer fuel from the fuel tanks
to the day tanks. A hand stripping pump is provided for
the day tanks.

Lubricating oil pumps are installed to transfer fresh
lubricating oil from small storage tanks in the engine
room to the diesel engines. A contaminated oil holding
tank for used lubricating oil, bilge oil, and other oily
waste is located in the engine room. A contaminated oil
pump enables tnis waste oil to be pumped to a pier or
barge alongside the OESP. The bilge pumps, located in the
pump room in Tank 7-C pump directly to the holding tank.
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A small independent JP-5 fuel tank located on or near the
helicopter deck, served by a small local pump, provides
the capability for refueling transient helicopters.

c. Salt Water Systems

Large salt water supply pumps located in the pump room in
Tank 7-C provide a steady flow of salt water to each engine
room. All other salt water systems take suction on this
line. These systems include engine cooling, salt water
sanitary service, and the firemain. An engine mounted pump

t Tprovides the engine cooling raw water. The salt water sani-
tary system includes a gimbal-mounted self-contained sewage
treatment plant. A salt water service pump takes suction
on the salt water supply line and delivers salt water to a
pressure set, which supplies the sanitary system.

d. Fresh Water Systems
~A gimbal-mounted, 2,400-gpd evaporator provides fresh water

to the fresh water storage tank, located in the engine room.
A fresh water service pump delivers fresh water to a pres-Tsure set which provides cold fresh water directly and hot
fresh water atter passing through a hot water heater.

e. Fire Extinguishing

The fire extinguishing system includes the fire main and
portable fire extinguishers for the superstructure, a CO2
system for the engine rooms and deck foam monitors for the
helicopter deck.

f. Hydraulic Power System

A small, self-contained hydraulic pump and motor will be
installed for ballast system valve controls.

g. Ballasting and DeDallasting Systems
-II

Flipping is accomplished by gravity flooding ballast tanks
in the proper sequence. Manifolds for controlling flipping
use 3-way 2-port valves to provide venting for ballast
operations, and air bottle or compressor connections for
deballasting operations. Eight 7-foot diameter and 42-foot
long air bottles store 250 psi air, enough to flip up.
These bottles can be totally charged in four hours by two
gimbal-mounted compressors, located in f-he engine room.
Once the OESP has flippea to the horizontal, two gimbal-
mounted low pressure compressors can be directly connected
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to deballapt the remainder of the vessel. The low pres-
,- sure compressors are rotary vane compressors to prevent

contamination of the discharged ballast water with oil.

h. Position Keeping/Rotational Control

The barge will he configured either for the position
keeping mode or the rotational control mode depending on
mission requirements. Power is provided by two 500-
horsepower thrusters, remotely controlled from the main
control center.

Ii. Deck Machinery

Deck machinery to be installed includes a main winch, an
intermediate winch, a hydrographic winch, a light crane
(2 1/2 tons), and two mooring line handling capstan winches.

5. Outfit and Furnishings

a. Hull Fittings

A towing bridle and other hull fittings required for a
barge of this size are included.

b. Boats

Two 18-foot utility workboats with gimbaled suspension andii launching systems to permit laur -iing when the OESP is in
horizontal and vertical modes vce included. Four 20-man
ocean service inflatable liferafts are provided. Other
requirements will be in accordance with Coast Guard Regu-
lations.

t c. Ladders and Gratings

Permanently installed ladders to permit access throughout
the engine rooms and the superstructure are provided.

ALadders will be of standard marine construction with non-
skid tread. Retractable catwalk type exterior deck grat-
ings will be provided on the front and sides of the super-
structure deck levels, providing access between interior
spaces and outside working areas in the vertical mode of
operation.

I
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d. Non-Structural Bulkheads

Non-structural bulkheads will be of hollow construction or
single thickness construction as applicable to meet U. S.
Coast Guard regulations.

e. Painting

Surfaces that will become decks in either mode of operation
will be painted with nonskid marine paint. All ballast
tanks will be coated to reduce corrosion. Other painting

'will conform to standard good marine practice.

f. Hull Insulation

All surfaces in occupied spaces exposed to temperature dif-
ferentials will be temperature insulated. The engine rooms
will be acoustic insulated. Insulation will be according

"" to standard good marine practice.

g. Shop Facilities

A workshop will be located in the engine room, including a
workbench, hand tools and stoiage space, and a lathe, drill
press, power saw, portable welding machine, and grinder.

h. Galleyi- A galley capable of serving 40 people in two shifts cafe-
teria style will be installed. Tables, seats and appropri-
ate galley equipment (such as refrigerator, stoves) will be1 . gimbaled.

i. Living Spaces

All living spaces will meet the requirements of Coast GuardAT Regulations.

j. Laboratories and Control Spaces

Laboratories and control spaces will be provided with furni-
ture and equipment depending on the specific task of the
individual voyage. Provision will be made for easy change-
over in port between voyages.

k. Hospital

A hospital with two bunks, a table, and storage space isincluded.
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APPENDIX B

DECK MACHINERY FOR OCEAN
ENGINEERING SUPPORT PLATFORM

Proposed deck machinery to be installed aboard the Ocean

Engineering Support Platform includes the following equipment
and rated capacities"

A. Hydrographic W'n-h
30,000 '-et c- /4, (max) center conductor cable
2000# line pul. :.t 350 fpm (21 HP)

" 5000# line pull at 140 fpm

Winch and power package are integral unit with a space
envelope of approximately 6' x 6' x 4'.

B. Intermediate Winch
30,000 feet of 1/2" wire rope
2500# line pull at 550 fpm (42 HP)
14,000# line pull at 100 fpm

Winch unit space envelope of approximately 9' x 9' x 5'.
Power package space envelope of approximately 5' x 3' x 3'.

C. Traction Winch
20,000 feet of 7/8" to 1-1/4" wire rope
60,000# line pull at 60 fpm (109 HP)
30,000# line pull at 120 fpm

System consists of 3 units with the approximate space
envelopes:

Power unit, 10' x 4' x 4'
Traction unit, 7' x 5' x 5'
Storage drum, 9' x 8' x 7'

D. Capstans, two
2-1/2" diameter synthetic line (27 HP)
60,000# line pull at 15 fpm
10,000# line pull at 90 fpm

Capstan space envelope, 5' x 5' x 6'
Power unit space envelope, 4' x 6' x 4'
(Both capstans operate off single power unit)

E. Crane
5000# capacity with 20' articulating boom
1/2" wire rope, 4' x 7' base envelope
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